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Structure

Introduction landscape planning

Assessing soil ecosystem functions and 
services in landscape planning

Key questions
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Introduction landscape planning

What is landscape planning?

It refers to the European Landscape 
Convention

Article 6 – E Implementation: „To put 
landscape policies into effect, each Party 
undertakes to introduce instruments aimed at 
protecting, managing and/or planning the 
landscape.“
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Introduction landscape planning

(BfN 1999)

1) Baseline analysis 
2) Assessment
3) Objectives and vision
4) Planning measures
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Introduction landscape planning

Biotic regulation and regeneration functions (especially 
habitat value with regard to biodiversity, species and 
habitats)

Groundwater recharge, the functions of surface waters, 
runoff regulation

Yield and decontamination functions, resistance of soils 
to water and wind erosion (the productive and 
regenerative functions of soils)

Air quality and microclimatic balancing functions, noise 
abatement functions

Recreation functinos, including aesthetical values of 
landscape
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Assessment of soil functions in a landscape master plan 
(1:50.000)

Wind erosion 

Wind erosion effects
(1993)
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Assessment of soil functions

Lowlands with humid peat bog soils,
often meadow land use
⇒ high protection towards erosion (dark brown)

Dry and sandy soils,
often arable land use
⇒ low protection towards erosion (light brown)

High hills and slopes,
⇒ low protection towards erosion (green)
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Designing and implementing measures to preserve, maintain and 
develop nature and landscape (landscape plan) 
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Soil ecosystem services as an innovative 
part of a landscape plan

Source: Grünwald/IÖR 2011
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Key questions
What are the advantages of a centralized vs. a 
decentralized (top down/bottom up) approach to
implementing integrated management strategies?

Centralized and top down = legally binding and
mandatory structure is an advantage; clear policy
framework

Decentralized and bottom up = ensuring integration of
local knowledge and acceptance by the local residents
(farmers) is an advantage; raises the planning
effectiveness in practice
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1. not only on basic landscape-ecological investigations, or 
the “technical”, methodological or administrative factors of 
planning, but the integration of stakeholders / leadership

2. on the communication with and the integration of land 
users and property owners

3. on how to address land owners, and raise their acceptance 
towards nature conservation measures

4. on social ecological factors which help affect the 
implementation quota of landscape plans positively

Planning implementation depends

Which institutional structures and mechanisms
have proven helpful for implementing integrated
and cross-sectoral management strategies?

Key questions
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Thank you for your attention!

Prof. Dr. Wolfgang Wende

Leibniz Institute of Ecological 
Urban and Regional Development

Weberplatz 1
01217 Dresden

Germany

www.ioer.de
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